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DB106 Gold color corkscrew labeled “Norm Thompson” for the mailorder company of that name. $45

The earliest Valezina corkscrews are marked as on the left MADE IN ENGLAND, PAT. PEND., REG. DESIGN No. 857,383 (English Registration of 1949). Later examples included the Canadian Reg. Design No. 112-17645 and dropped the PAT. PEND.
DB111 Gold color Valezina Corkscrew. $45

The earliest Valezina corkscrews are marked as on the left MADE IN ENGLAND, PAT. PEND., REG. DESIGN No. 857,383 (English Registration of 1949). Later examples included the Canadian Reg. Design No. 112-17645 and dropped the PAT. PEND.
DL02 Campagnolo corkscrew style. $99
DL03 A Campagnolo corkscrew. $99
IC82 Sliding frame corkscrew with cellarman type handle. $75
FR34 Open frame corkscrew with bearing assist. Marked BRITISH MAKE. $30
FR77 Open frame corkscrew with locking swivel collar. Advertising “Fortnum & Mason Ltd. on the side of the frame. Plating wear. $55
FR79 Open frame corkscrew with locking swivel collar. Advertising on sides of the frame “E. Otto Muller, Leipzig Konigsplatz 2.” $45
FR80 Open frame corkscrew with rollover locking collar marked THE CHALLENGE. $45

FR81 Open frame corkscrew with locking swivel collar. $18
FH50 The "KARIBA", a French corkscrew which uses a plastic ring to pull on a cord tied to a nylon cord which through a system of pulleys or tackle reduction mechanism makes it easier to pull a cork. U.S. Patent No. 4,393,733 was granted on July 19, 1983 to Bruno Desnoulez Andre Dejoux, France for this mechanism. This model was later granted U.S. Design Patent No. D307,102 on April 10, 1990 to Bruno Desnoulez, France. $95